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Abstract: This paper aims to conceptualise processual employability with identity theory to reflect the amorphous and developmental nature of employability. Through literature review, we propose a model demonstrating how the career identity emergence process is linked with processual employability behaviour through four stages of identity change: Identity Enactment, Identity Validation, Identity Construction, and Identity Exploration. Each stage is driven by the tension between the individual’s current career identity and the experienced social interactions with a changing Individual–World of Work Interface, which eventually constitutes an iterative process of employability suitable for the individual career context. It thus clarifies how the pursuit of an achieved career identity drives processual employability in a fast-changing social context and provides a holistic view of employability as a journey of identity changes. This review responds to the call for integrating developmental and sustainable views into employability and also enriches identity-based employability theories.
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1. Introduction

Modern society brings uncertainty and fluidity to the World of Work (WoW), with fast-paced changes, volatile professions, as well as disruptive and shifting standards for being employable [1–5]. This situation raises a challenge to the traditionally dominating approach of possessional employability [6]. In this approach, employability is often defined as the possession of certain characteristics, skills, or capabilities [6,7], and the emphasis is often on the needs of the job market [8] viewed from a cross-sectional instead of a longitudinal perspective [9]. As a result, the employability concept gradually bears too many meanings [10,11] to effectively represent itself [12]. Therefore, more attempts to redefine employability by viewing it as a contextualised and developing process comprising actions and decisions that engage with and navigate through an emerging journey on the Individual–WoW Interface (IWI) [6,7,9,13–18]. While the destination could vary, every journey contains adaptive actions that situate the individual into their particular career context [16], in which they are willing to pursue what they value [9,19,20], and in which such pursuit is achieved by continuous self-development in capabilities and understanding of their own career [18,21,22]. This process would eventually result in the individuals being socially ascribed as employable [6,9,13] and, therefore, result in a higher chance of employment [19,23]. Such is the discourse of processual employability.

The key theme in processual employability is career identity. Previous research has indicated how career identity could play a role in employability as a compass of career-related actions [24], an enabler of self-direction and value-orientation [20], and a career capital [25] or disposition [26] that benefits the acquisition or maintaining of employment. However, as the underpinning factor of employability [10], a synthesised model is missing to explain how career identity is positioned in processual employability, so the latter can
be understood as a social construct [9]. This gap prevents a deeper understanding of employability from a holistic perspective that combines proactive behaviours [6,7] with a developmental perspective [27] that reflects the dynamic and context-sensitive nature of the employability [13,16]. The relationship with the individualised IWI context also needs to be embedded, since career identity cannot be separated from the social context [28]. Such efforts could shed light on practical issues, for example, how processual employability may be enhanced by assessing and fostering a mature career identity [27,29]. In general, a theoretical explanation of how career identity plays its role in processual employability facing the changing social context is needed.

This conceptual paper aims to bridge the above gap by explaining processual employability via identity theory. Specifically, this paper focuses on the following questions:

1. How is career identity positioned in the construct of processual employability?
2. How does the change of career identity result in processual employability through identity work?

We build on the previous discussions that define employability as the achievement of a career identity [6,13] to illustrate processual employability as a structure supported and driven by career identity emergence with the individual’s interactions in the IWI. To do this, we place career identity in a position as both the reason and the result of one’s lived experience conducting processual employability behaviours and map the career identity emergence process with processual employability behaviours by connecting them with various forms of “identity work”—the activities people do to enact, form, repair, maintain, strengthen, or revise their identity in a context [30,31]. Eventually, we arrive at a conceptual model with four stages of identity change, namely, Identity Enactment, Identity Validation, Identity Construction, and Identity Exploration. Each stage is driven by the tension between the individual's current career identity and the lived experiences conducting processual employability behaviours. Together, they form an iterative process with continuously adapting career identity that the individual enact as they grow into an environment [32] where they are most employable.

Our model provides a holistic view of processual employability with career identity emergence as an interactive [13] and evolving core responding and interdependent to the changing IWI [33]. It hence conceptualises the amorphous and fluid nature of employability. Our model enriches the identity-based employability theories [6,13] and can be seen as an alternative perspective for achieving sustainable employability [9,18]. To some degree, our theory also mitigates the divide between the discourses of processual employability and possessional employability [7] by embedding a developmental view on employability capitals [25,27]. Practically, our model can provide a foundation to examine the barriers to processual employability via a career identity perspective. It could benefit higher education and career practitioners in analysing how individual employability could be improved through facilitating and nurturing a mature career identity.

2. Employability as a Process: An Emerging Journey through the Misty Wilderness

Although lacking a detailed construct, researchers agree that processual employability constitutes activities led by proactive decisions and actions that pave pathways towards employment success [6,7,13,14]. Hence, processual employability is about enabling the individual’s proactive and adaptive behaviours to interact with their particular IWI context [16]. The IWI is a complex system that constitutes various contextual components—elements of employment opportunities and events [16,34,35]. Because contextual components are under various, dynamic, and unforeseeable influences from a tremendously complex system of the WoW [34], the IWI, therefore, forms an unpredictable and unique social context for each individual to travel through according to their own provision of employability. Phenomenon-wise, this is shown in forms that vary across time and space, for example, the changing and complicated information about the job market, the individual differences in interpreting these signals caused by diversities in the social, cultural, and economic background, and the activities that interact with the mix of the above. Therefore, the
individual’s lived experiences interacting with the contextual components [36] would feel less like a clearly-routed movement to a clearly-identified destination, in which employability is about clarifying the target and persists through obstacles by gaining the needed employability attributes [37]. Rather, such a journey is perceived more as a short-sighted person fumbling in a misty wilderness, facing an emerging journey from beyond the known and anticipatable realm [15,36]. The destination of this journey, in this case, is increasingly self-defined by the internalised reference system of the individual.

In this case, individuals do not, and cannot, acquire enough relevant information to clearly plan and persistently implement the journey [38]. Instead, the change is increasingly dependent on an identity that acts as the anchor for being adaptive while staying focused, being resilient while facing negative emotions, and having well-being in uncertainty and complexity [39,40]. Identity also provides motivation [41] to engage with the dynamic and non-linear process in capturing contextual possibilities [42]; the sense of coherence, continuity, distinctiveness [43], and self-positioning in a social context [42,44]; and, in general, higher well-being [45]. This makes career identity the core part of processual employability, as the latter focuses on generating a process that creates personally meaningful and feasible career pathways, mitigates existing individual and environmental differences [7,14], and provides psychological success to sustain the process [20,46].

In the next sections, we will first review the proactive career behaviours that outline processual employability and then discuss the career identity emergence process in relation to these behaviours. Such discussions will illustrate how career identity both supports proactive career behaviours, and, is being constructed by the experience of conducting such behaviours.

3. Career Identity: The “Alpha and Omega” of Processual Employability

Career identity is the concepts and narratives that individuals use in a career-related context to define their roles. Therefore, career identity acts as a compass of, and motivation for, adaptive behaviours [24,47]. We position career identity as the core of processual employability, because career identity is the “Alpha and Omega” of processual employability: It is both the beginning and the end, both the result of and the reason for engaging with the changing IWI.

On the one hand, career identity is the reason for proactive career behaviour and, therefore, the beginning of processual employability. Career identity motivates actions and decision-making as individuals seek to bind their personal identity to the social identity in the career context [30]. As individuals seek to be accepted by a social group by establishing social bounds, behavioural changes that lead to employability are achieved through socialisation [48]. In this process, career identity provides concepts and narratives to interpret perceptions of the social activities that inform actions [10,49], shape graduates’ understanding of their experience, and lead to proactive behaviours pursuing emerging possibilities from the social environment [15,50,51]. In this case, career identity acts as the motivation for processual employability in the form of identity work—the individual pursues an achieved career identity which they proactively claim by changing behaviours and seeking a career context that affirms it [6,13]. Therefore, career identity drives proactive actions and decisions that constitute the processual employability [7].

On the other hand, career identity is changed by the lived experience of processual employability behaviours [36] and, therefore, the final result of processual employability. During their engagement with the IWI, individuals enact their career identity by conducting processual employability behaviours, which creates the social interactions they live in [32,52]. This is perceived as the claim for a career identity to be affirmed and ascribed by the career context the individual is trying to be part of [6,13]. These experiences of identity claim and affirmation inform the explorations and reasonings about one’s career identity [41,53,54]. As such, the ongoing interactions with the IWI deliver perceptions of the changing context by creating tension between the existing career identity and the perceived social affirmation [47,55,56]. This stimulates an adapted career identity to emerge as a
response to the changing social context. Career identity therefore evolves until it reaches a
grounded, mature, and stable form in a career context, in which the individual is able to show confidence and reliability [53,57].

Therefore, social interactions with the IWI would eventually guide an individual into
a balanced status between their career identity and the career role they attempt to enter. In such balance, the individual achieves a stable career identity which directs practices and decisions that are perceived as performance excellence in a career context [6,58], and in turn, the achieved career identity is enhanced [31]. This marks the achievement of employability for the particular IWI at a certain time and place until the next transition is required by the change in contextual components. In such cases, unbalanced experiences in identity work challenge the existing career identity, and individuals are again pressed to act so such tension can be eased and alter their career identity to bind themselves with the changed social context [30,31]. On that basis, we use career identity change as an interactive core to understand processual employability and the individual transition from different points in time, space, and, therefore, career-related social context. We then expand the discussion to the specific connections between the career identity emergence process and the processual employability behaviours, which is integrated into a conceptual model that puts all these elements into the bigger picture of Individual–WoW interactions (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Career identity emergence positioned as the interactive core of processual employability.](image)

**4. Processual Employability Behaviours in Relation to Career Identity**

The concept of processual employability informs several types of activities to navigate through the dynamic and uncertain IWI into the WoW. In our model, this transition is similar to an arrow (processual employability) shot into the turbulent air (the IWI) aiming to hit birds (employments) flying fast and with changing sizes at various distances (the dynamic and unpredictable WoW). Every arrow is made with different materials (individual differences in the possession of employability attributes [7]), shot at various speeds and angles (individual differences in social and positional status [7]) into unpredictable turbulences (the changing composition of contextual components on the IWI). Therefore, it is not feasible to state what trajectory an arrow would or should take to hit which bird. However, if the arrow transforms as fit to the turbulence and keeps creating new trajectories it deems correct, it will catch a bird that is most suitable at each end of the trajectories.
We compare the structure of an arrow with that of processual employability behaviours. An arrow constitutes three major parts: the *arrowhead* that opens up a way in the water, the *shaft* that bears the arrowhead, and the *fletch* that stabilises the trajectory according to the turbulence. Just like an arrow, processual employability also comprises three major types of behaviours: Signalling and Career Building, Self-directed Capital Development, and Career Identity Management. We will then specify and explain the behaviours attached to each part of this “arrow” and link them with career identity, respectively, so career identity’s positioning in relation to processual employability can be clarified.

4.1. The Arrowhead—Signalling and Career Building

The arrowhead enables the arrow to open a way in the air. This aspect of processual employability encompasses Signalling and Career Building, which are involved in direct social interactions with the IWI (see Figure 1). Signalling is the interactive social activity conducted by the individual to deliver messages about their employability characteristics, typically personal capitals (defined in Section 4.2), so their career identity could be perceived, understood, and potentially ascribed as “employable” by others [35, 59]. One would have a higher chance of employment if social affirmation of their career identity is achieved [6, 13]. Career Building is the information-seeking, channel-building, or opportunity-creating behaviours for Signalling to take place [35, 60], such as environment exploration and networking [7].

The specific approaches that one takes to implement these behaviours and/or set up a target could vary depending on individual conditions. However, these behaviours could all be considered as part of identity work [30, 31], because the achieving of this goal is dependent on the enaction of a career identity that displays the appropriate career-role characteristics (various across each individual) and in pursuit of the identity to be accepted as part of a wider career identity community [6, 31, 58]. In this way, the pursuit of one’s career identity to be socially ascribed motivates an individual to create pathways towards a career role [6, 13]. Therefore, career identity serves as the motivation to proactively engage with Signalling and Career Building activities, as well as the compass for actions in Signalling.

4.2. The Shaft—Self-Directed Capital Development

The shaft of the arrow bears the arrowhead, so it can be shot by a bow. This aspect in processual employability is captured by the development of personal capital—a combination of personal resources that benefits the individual’s value-creating functions in society and enhances their chance to maintain or acquire employment [8, 58, 61]. Since the fulfilment of economic needs is the premise for a career role to be needed and accepted, as a result, the possession of the appropriate personal capital required for a certain career role is essential for the individual to be recognised as employable, and the process of developing these capitals is what lays the foundation of the individual’s display of their career identity during Signalling and Career Building (see Figure 1).

Existing literature has pointed out four types of personal capital that contribute to employability, namely, human, social, cultural, and psychological capital [25, 35, 61–68]. Human capital refers to the job-relevant knowledge and skills [61] that directly contribute to one’s performance at work [25], while social capital is the sum of social and professional networks that help exploit job opportunities and mobilise existing human capital [25, 69]. Meanwhile, cultural capital is the knowledge, dispositions, and behaviours that create fitness in the working situations and increase work-related functionalities; and psychological capital means the positive psychological capability—typically, self-efficacy, optimism, resilience, and adaptability—that enables proactive and adaptive behaviours that improve job performance and personal well-being [25, 35].

However, when the processual employability perspective is proposed, it does not mean to debate about what configuration of possession of the above capitals would increase employability. Instead, by utilising the career identity concept, the processual employability
perspective emphasises enabling a self-directed process of acquiring the possession of these capitals in a way that is most suitable for their particular situation. Such theoretical possibility is made feasible due to the unique features of identity. Different from personal capital, career identity is not a possession of competitiveness or resources [25,35,68], but the dynamic understandings, definitions, and key schemes that a person uses to define, direct, and present themselves in work-related contexts [24,44,47,70]. The result of achieving a career identity is not (only) work-related outcomes, but, more importantly, meaningful connections with the WoW [24,71,72]. Therefore, career identity is the manifestation of one’s ontological views on themselves in the WoW, which affects one’s attitudes, emotions, beliefs, and motivations of actions when entering a new social context [44,48,56,58,73].

Since career identity is relational and socially constructed during an individual’s interactions with elements on the IWI [6,48], it is therefore developmental and fluid [74] in service of making enduring and confident choices to personally invest in enacting itself [53,57] as to bring the sense of personal continuity, direction, and certainty [41]. In other words, personal capitals are the work-related competitiveness or resources that aid workplace performance, while career identity is the manifestation of one’s ontological views about themselves in the career context, which affects their attitudes, emotions, beliefs, and motivations to invest in acquiring these capitals [44,48,56,58,73]. If we may elaborate such difference with a maybe less ideal example, personal capital may be seen as the ingredients, equipment, and staff in a restaurant kitchen, while career identity is seen as the chef who decides what a satisfying meal for the customers should look like and what, as well as how, the above resources should be organised or developed. This is why we tend to differentiate career identity from personal capital, although some researchers might argue differently [25]. By such differentiation, the processual employability discourse is made compatible with the so-called possessional employability discourse [7,13] by seeing the possession of personal capital as a result of career identity development. Hence, we call this component of processual employability Self-directed Capital Development.

This process does not only comprise learning activities in a narrow sense (such as formal education and training), because the acquisition of social, cultural, and psychological capital is deeply rooted in experiencing social interactions [48], as well as comprehending and internalising them over time [25]. This is performed through socialisation, such as observation, reflective thinking, and professional practices [73,75], and by achieving deeper personal change and stance in the form of identity work [38]. To achieve this, the premise is that the individual has a sense of responsibility in their own career so they can be agentic in making conscious decisions and actions for their growth [20]. Career identity, therefore, serves as the motivation for Self-directed Capital Development [16] by promoting the exercise of agency as an inherent part of identity work [30], as well as by providing meaning and value orientations [20,65] that initiate and internalise personal change. Indirectly, career identity also promotes a higher level of well-being through the agency [41,45] and the development of social and psychological capital [68,76]. This is also why we propose to differentiate career identity from a form of personal capital [25] so it can be seen as a core that drives and links with the development of other personal capital.

4.3. The Fletch—Career Identity Management

Like an arrow cannot stably and continuously fly without the fletch, the processual employability construct does not stand without the management of the career identity. Because career identity functions as a personal reference structure to perceive and understand the information from individual interactions and experiences in a social context [77], career identity is the key that a person will evolve in adaptive behaviours as a response to the changing social context. Therefore, the management of career identity forms the “backend” of the processual employability arrow on the behavioural level (see Figure 1). It comprises activities of knowing, exploring, and changing one’s career identity from a form of personal capital [25] so it can be seen as a core that drives and links with the development of other personal capital.
context \[16,30,60\]. It also includes the implicit activities that measure and adjust goals so a balance between the self-perceptions of objective capabilities and the self-perceptions of subjective values, interests, aptitudes, and aspirations \[7,30,60\]. These activities often take the form of career-related information gathering, dialogues or guidance-seeking \[7,78\], intra-personal or inter-personal exploration \[7\], and identification of possibilities \[78\].

Career Identity Management enables an individual to have clarity on self-awareness to make informed decisions according to how they are positioned to the provision of opportunities of the WoW, so one’s perceived employability is enhanced \[78\]. By managing the career identity, one also builds clarity on values, interests, aptitudes, and aspirations \[30\], which contributes to the sense of “knowing why” \[14,65,79\]. Therefore, career identity management facilitates the achievement of self-directed, value-driven careers with psychological success and higher well-being \[20,80\].

Concluding the above, we describe the processual employability construct as an arrow shooting into the turbulent air of IWI, and the arrow is made of the three parts of Signalling and Career Building, Self-directed Capital Development, and Career Identity Management. Meanwhile, we comprehend these processual employability behaviours as a form of identity work that individuals use to enact, maintain, or repair their career identity \[30,31\] in pursuit of an achieved career identity. In essence, it is the transformation of career-related “mode of being” \[81\] that interacts in between these behaviours and enables their development responding to social context changes. The processual employability construct is, therefore, only complete when the underlying career identity emergence process is embedded (as shown in Figure 1). In the next section, we will discuss how the career identity emergence process acts as the interactive core in relation to the above processual employability behaviours.

5. Career Identity Emergence in Relation to Processual Employability

We have shown that career identity is both the reason for, and the result of, the processual employability behaviours facing the changing IWI. This informs our approach to explain the achieving of processual employability by examining the underlying career identity formation process and the identity work that prompts processual employability. In this section, we will first give an overview of the four career identity formation stages to show how they are placed together. Then, we will specify each stage and explain the identity work involved that links to processual employability behaviours.

Using the concept of identity work, processual employability is a result of one’s cognitive and behavioural efforts to seek, enact, or maintain a career identity that provides the direction on acting as a part of a group in a career context \[30,31\]. Such a process enables the individual to land in a career role where their career identity is enacted while their practices of enactment are accepted as employable, which increases individual employability \[6,58\]. We thus call the above process Identity Enactment in the career identity emergence process. Secondly, the experience of engaging with processual employability behaviours also causes changes in career identity, as the individual experiences conflicts between their current practices to claim a career identity and perceived social recognition, which leads to the construction of expanded, repaired, or new career identity as the individual attempts to explain or makes sense of such experience \[31,51,73\]. We thus call this process Identity Construction in the career identity formation process.

There are also two types of interim activities in between Identity Enactment and Identity Construction to link them together. When an individual makes efforts in Self-directed Capital Development, Signalling, and Career Building activities, they attempt to claim a career identity and seek affirmation from the social context they face \[6,13\]. This identity claim/affirmation process forms the lived experience of engaging with the social interactions on the IWI, which forms the foundation for informing and changing one’s career identity from their experience \[32,36,71\]. As the contextual components in the IWI change, such interactions would result in exigencies in which the individuals feel challenged and unconfident in enacting the current identity \[49\] or stuck or suffering with the current
identity [47]. Such experience is caused by perceiving the social validation of their identity claim practices [6,13]. Based on the above, we claim that individuals will first validate their current career identity before entering Identity Construction. We thus call this process Identity Validation.

An interim phase also exists between Identity Construction and the next Identity Enactment. When the career identity is being constructed, individuals also explore, and possibly reconsider, their current commitments to enact a career identity [57,74]. Individuals might also examine the IWI they currently face to identify options, concrete actions, and decisions to commit to [74,82]. Only after such exploration can individuals understand what to do to enact the evolved career identity. Thus, we name this stage Identity Exploration. What is worth noting is: The evolvement of career identity is not like upgrading a computer chip by pulling out the old piece and inserting a new one. Instead, it is a continuous and gradual process with much “lingering in-between” and “looking backwards” involved [38]. Therefore, Identity Exploration is intertwined with Identity Construction until a strong enough career identity emerges and directs the next Identity Enactment (see Figure 1).

When going through the above four types of career identity changes, processual employability is delivered into reality through the three types of processual employability behaviours, which forms the arrow to chart through the changing IWI dynamics. Therefore, processual employability is, in essence, an iterative process guided by Career Identity Emergence. On that basis, we form a model to conceptualise this process in the wider picture of the WoW (Figure 1). Details of this model are then explained as follows:

5.1. Identity Enactment

In this stage, individuals take action to enact their career identity in the WoW. Taking an observer’s perspective, this is when an individual takes concrete actions to claim a career identity and actualise their commitment to the career identity [53,83]. However, from the individual’s perspective, they are following the “personal reference system” provided by their career identity [77] to make decisions that fit into the particular IWI they face. This is thus the contextualised action-taking stage to achieve situatedness in a career role of a social context that the individual is motivated and agentic to pursue. The actions in this stage are directed by the identity options identified in the previous stage of Identity Exploration—those that the individual prioritises and is committed to actualising, which is guided by an emergent career identity that corresponds to the contextual components previously encountered by the individual. Therefore, the behaviours reflect the adaptation of career identity grounded in the perception of the self-in-context [16], which makes the individuals act and look more like a part of a collective group with shared practices [31,58]. Thus, the opportunity for the emergent career identity to be affirmed by the social context is increased [6,58].

Individuals mainly conduct two types of identity work to enact a career identity. The first is Changing Self-presentation directly associated with Signalling and Career Building in the processual employability behaviours. This means that individuals attempt to change their approach to creating impressions of the self during their interactions with significant others in the social context [84]. Self-presentation may include the way of speaking and engaging with others, deciding on how to perform on social occasions, how to deploy personal capital, and subjectively, how to view and interpret the signals from others [85]. For example, during a job application process, one may change the way of explaining the motivation for pursuing employment, so the career identity they enact could be shown in a convincing way with a better chance of being affirmed. Such change can also reflect itself in the approach and attitudes when deploying personal capital in the workplace to fulfil career role-related tasks. For example, individuals could change how they handle and perform in specific work assignments or take on new responsibilities that could represent their adapted career identity. The change in self-presentation also objectively increases social connections, which results in the development of social capital.
Individuals also enact their career identity by engaging with **Self-directed Learning**, which is directly associated with Self-directed Capital Development. Where personal capital is perceived as insufficient to enact an adapted career identity, individuals would engage in learning activities or practices to enhance the existing or acquire new personal capitals that could help reflect and enhance the adapted career identity. A typical example is that an adapted career identity could guide the individual to participate in education or training programs to acquire knowledge and skills to fulfil the adapted career identity. The adapted career identity also enables meaning, agency, and, therefore, motivation [41,86] for the individual to engage with formal or informal learning and socialisation aiming to situate into the social context they seek to join [75,87,88]. Such endeavours eventually add to the development of social, cultural, and psychological capital.

5.2. **Identity Validation**

From the individual’s perspective, this is a stage in which they perceive the social signals that validate their identity claims. To have the chance of validation, career identity prompts activities to engage with Career Building and Signalling. From this angle, Career Building and Signalling activities are the behavioural results of Identity Enactment and the experiential premise of Identity Validation.

Following the previous stage, the individual’s cognitive and behavioural efforts in claiming a career identity are perceived by significant others in the social context, and the latter would respond by showing affirmation or disaffirmation of the claimed career identity [6,13]. If the claimed career identity is affirmed by the social context, it means the individual’s self-representation and personal capital have been accepted as employable by the IWI context. For example, in job-seeking activities, candidates with an affirmed career identity are admitted as employable by the recruiters, which results in objective employability. Another example could be someone who recently took on a new role to lead a team in the workplace, and when his/her practices of enacting the leader’s role are accepted by co-workers and followers, the person is more employable for being in the leadership role. In this case, an employable and relatively stable career identity is achieved, with the individual having a clear focus and commitment to their chosen career role [53], and motivation to continue the current practices [47], which marks the unification of subjective and objective employability [6]. However, the claimed career identity can also be disaffirmed by the social context and lead to boundary experiences marked by the feeling of being unconfident and challenged to enact a career identity [49]. Such experiences take the form of context-related events in which the individual struggles to perceive the appropriate level of distinctiveness (e.g., feeling undervalued or underemployed), continuity (e.g., becoming a manager from an individual contributor), or coherence (e.g., a shy person learning to master public speaking for work) [40]. These events could exist throughout the Self-directed Capital Development, Signalling and Career Building process, and prompt Career Identity Management.

Either affirming or disaffirming, such signals are likely to come in a mix from significant others in the social context to be perceived and interpreted by the individual. Therefore, **Perceiving** is a key identity work in this stage. The individuals open themselves to and communicate with the social context they interact with and gather information regarding how their identity claim has been perceived and interpreted by others [36]. Perceiving can be performed by observing the feedback responding to their actions of identity claim [73]. Such identity claims test their adapted career identity [73] and provide essential information on the acceptance of one’s adaptations in the Self-directed Capital Development, Signalling, and Career Building behaviours, which informs and influences the career identity [38,82]. The other type of identity work is **External Dialogue**, in which individuals seek to receive direct feedback on how others view their behaviours of identity claim. These dialogues help the individual realise what and how their identity claims are accepted in a social context [47,49], and where they have been positioned in the social environment as a career role [29]. On that basis, they stimulate reflections on the meaning of the individual’s actions
in identity claims and add to the motivation of their career identity commitments [29,83]. Individuals might also turn to their trusted ones for counsel or feedback in terms of their identity claim behaviours [7], which also forms a type of External Dialogue, although they might not be the ones who directly grant or maintain employment opportunities.

5.3. Identity Construction

In this stage, the individuals make sense [32,52] of the information from the previous stage of Identity Validation and adapt their career self-views to explain their encounters in reality. This process represents the internal dialogue [49] as individuals struggle to negotiate an updated version of a career identity that justifies their positioning in the social context [29,44] to achieve a sense of distinctiveness, continuity, and coherence [43], clarity, and understanding about their own career [21]. These implicit activities bring fragmented pieces of information received from the previous stage into a structure, and inform one’s subjective interests, values, and aspirations as well as their objective capabilities, which aligns with the Career Identity Management of processual employability [60]. As a result, the current career identity is adapted in its structure and salience as a new personal frame of reference, while such change is bounded by the social context [38,70].

The key identity work activities include Internal Dialogue and Identity Alteration. Individuals sort the information perceived from the previous stage, give them meaning to make sense of them [32,89], and incorporate them into the social context’s viewpoints and judgements of themselves [49]. Using others as a mirror, individuals see their objective capabilities and subjective values, interests, aptitudes, and aspirations [30,60] reflected in the IWI they face [84]. Connecting things that happened with their own conduct and career identity in the form of autobiographical reasoning [54,90], individuals have Internal Dialogues with themselves to build causality between the outside world and their own behaviours, choices, feelings, and cognitions [49]. Such dialogue eventually results in the understanding of how social responses are linked to one’s identity enactment behaviours [49] as feedback for institutionalisation [32].

To achieve a balance between the enacted identity and the perceived social validation, individuals go through Identity Alteration to alter the structure of their career self-definition. It is possible that an individual could reject a career identity or stick with the current career identity [6] depending on the differences in individual dispositions and the particular IWI they face. However, we choose to use the term alteration to dilute the sense of dualism in this identity work process, since the pursuit of a sense of identity continuity and coherence [43] makes it reasonable to believe that this is not likely to be a complete refusal or persistence to the current career identity. The altered career identity is more likely to be a revised version of the previous one, with some structures newly added, some made obsolete, some condensed, and some preserved. The change is made according to what the individual evaluates as practical to solve the identity claim/affirmation conflict perceived earlier [77], which in fact builds up to a career identity that survives the experienced reality in a specific social context.

5.4. Identity Exploration

Through the previous stages, a new version of career identity which embodies the contextual adaptations and revisions has emerged. To bring the new career identity into enactment, the individual starts exploring possibilities to enact their adapted career identity. In this stage, commitment is the keyword to answer the question: “now what?”. By doing so, individuals gather information about the WoW, evaluate available choices, and make contextually informed, value-driven, and meaningful decisions on their approach to enact the new career identity [7,83], which aligns with a protean career orientation [20] that leads to employability [80].

The identity work process involved in this stage is Environmental Exploration accompanied by Commitment-making. Environmental Exploration is the activities in which individuals proactively seek opportunities where their adapted career identity can be demonstrated,
and work experience can be acquired. This drives the individual to engage with Career Building, including networking, investigating the environment, gathering job-market information, and identifying opportunities, which are all significant in improving processual employability [7,35]. Through such actions, the individual paves the way for Identity Enactment, but it does not necessarily lead to the next stage: If there appear to be no opportunities ideal and available, the individual could turn to evaluate their goal and options under the adapted career identity and adjust their commitment [57,74]. Either way, individuals explore the environment to see how their adapted career identity could fit into the IWI they face to achieve the self-claimed and socially validated career identity [13]. Therefore, Environmental Exploration is closely linked with Commitment-making. Commitments are the actions and behavioural changes that individuals invest in enacting an identity [48,83]. With the information gathered from earlier, individuals identify the commitments they need to make to enact the adapted career identity, generate meaningful goals [88], and evaluate the feasibility of them in synthesis with their adapted career identity [60,82]. Career identity supports these identity work processes as the motivational factor [29,88], and as a result, career indecision could be overcome, and the person–job fit is more likely to be achieved.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This conceptual paper attempts to detail the identity-based processual employability construct to explain the source, components, and interactive nature of processual employability. This is completed by discussing the construct of processual employability, the role of career identity in processual employability, and the process of identity work beneath them. We develop a four-stage conceptual model which essentially explains processual employability as the behavioural-level representation of career identity work. With this model, we identify how career identity is the underpinning factor and compass of the processual employability [10,24], which enriches the discussions on the processual employability [6,7,13] and sustainable employability [9,18]. Based on a clarified role of career identity in enabling context-sensitive employability [16,25,29,58,91], we also specify the links between processual employability behaviours and career identity change through identity work, which demonstrates how the components of employability are not only co-existing but also inter-dependent with each other [21]. Our model responds to the call for conceptualising the core of employability and combining multiple views [27] with a holistic, identity-based theory. On a theoretical level, it reflects the interactional and dynamic nature of employability by involving career identity change in the face of transitions between changing social contexts [16,80]. In this way, we theorise employability as a social construct co-delivered by the individual and social environment they are in, which is a rather rare but highly needed perspective in the field of employability research [9], and poses a challenge to the traditional human capital-focused employability discourse [8,58] aiming to “produce” human resources.

Our model provides educators, career counsellors, and teachers with a theoretical framework to view employability as a contextualised result of career identity emergence. It suggests that if higher education means building sustainable and student-focused employability, learning should inform career identity. To illustrate with an example, instructional designers and teachers might utilise this model to evaluate whether their design of student learning experience allows their students to experience the four stages of identity change, especially allowing students to make choices and demonstrate their attainment of personal capitals (the enactment), receive feedback, and have external dialogues (the validation) [29,49,76,82], so a strong learning environment may be built to positively influence student employability by allowing professional socialisation [48,73].

Meanwhile, our model highlights the practical value of positioning career identity development at the centre of employability development to enable its context-sensitive and interactive nature [13,16]. For example, career counsellors and professionals could focus on the part of Identity Construction and Exploration, where the internal dialogical process [49] about subjective value and aptitude system is understood and clarified. Potentially, our
model could be a theoretical foundation for a tool to identify the weakness in the individual’s career identity development process, which provides guidance for proper intervention to improve their level of career identity development. This would help students to build meaning in learning experiences that inform career identity [47,65,92] and further promote behavioural change and value-oriented career pursuits [20,93]. With efforts from various aspects but covering the whole process of the model, the higher educational institution could build a social eco-system that promotes employability with a focus on career identity emergence and the creation of the future workforce [8,11,94].

For future research, our discussions indicate the need to probe career identity structure as the antecedent of employability and proactive career behaviours. Future research could test the relationship between the processual employability behaviours and the identity work variables to identify the antecedents of processual employability and further specify its construct. In addition, our model shows that career identity is formed both as narratives based on autobiographical reasoning and as commitments led by environmental exploration. Future research could combine both of the above perspectives [41] to explore how a mature career identity can be constructed to benefit processual employability behaviours. Such efforts could make clear the career identity emergence process in relation to social interactions [28] and shed light on stimulating context-sensitive processual employability.
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